
As the value of information increases, it 
is critical to have a scalable, efficient, and 
economical solution for the extraction of 
data. Deloitte’s Solvas|Digitize introduces a 
premium service solution that delivers rapid, 
cost effective, and efficient data extraction 
and document processing, supporting 
both semi-structured and unstructured 
documents. Built on leading automation 
and data extraction technologies coupled 
with the experience of Deloitte’s Financial 
Technology team, Solvas|Digitize delivers a 
high-quality document digitization service.

This end-to-end service includes document 
receipt services; a portal to view, download, 
and review/reconcile documents; data 
distribution; and a service dashboard. Some 
common applications of the Solvas|Digitize 
service include receiving and digitizing:

 • Transactional documents, such as loan 
notices, trade confirmations, payment 
instructions, etc.

 • Tax documents, such as property tax 
notices

 • Vendor invoices

 • Claim reports

 • Data transition to support migrations or 
blockchain conversions

The flexibility of this offering allows the 
application of the Solvas|Digitize service 
to a variety of use cases across industries, 
facilitating quality data extraction without 
significant capital expenditure.

Solvas|Digitize service features:

 • Intelligent automation accurately and 
rapidly processes and extracts data from 
documents

 • Ability to search, view, and download 
documents upon receipt and throughout 
digitization process via a document portal

 • Customizable and flexible data extraction, 
including data validation and required/
optional data specification

 • Extracted data is attached to processed 
document as metadata tags

 • Interactive dashboard with processing 
statistics

 • User-defined data entry to supplement, 
categorize, and/or review digitized 
documents

 • Significantly reduced human data entry

 • Human document review, as needed, by 
Deloitte data specialists to supplement 
automated data extraction

Solvas|Digitize™
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Solvas|Digitize is a full-service platform for intelligent automation of data extraction and 
document management to significantly reduce the need for manual processing.

 • Ongoing data quality controls

 • Learning capabilities to improve data 
extraction accuracy and timeliness

 • Support for downstream system 
integration, as applicable

For more information about Solvas|Digitize 
and Deloitte’s other services and software 
products, please visit  www.deloitte.com/
fintech or contact:
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+1 212 436 5387
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Solvas|Digitize process at a glance

Digitize – Automatic 
extraction of data based 
on pattern matching with 
supplemental human review, 
as needed, fully converts 
documents to a structured 
data feed.

Capture – Process is initiated 
by physical receipt and/
or electronic capturing 
of documents in various 
formats from various 
sources. Data tags known at 
receipt along with extracted 
filing tags allow documents to 
be organized and accessible 
to clients shortly after receipt.

Distribute – Extracted 
data and processed 
documents with metadata 
tags distributed by various 
channels including a data 
feed/file, portal access for 
viewing and downloading, 
and optionally integrated 
with downstream systems.

Dashboard – A central 
location for the monitoring 
of the digitization process 
that includes an inbox 
for received documents, 
analytics, and document 
review and, where 
applicable, reconciliation 
features.

Learn – Data extraction 
analytics, quality control 
results, and client feedback 
will continually improve the 
digitization service.
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